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’ ABYTRRCT 

The davelopmcnt of coltoidat gocthite from partially neutralized iron(lII) nitrate 
solutions has been investigated by high resolution rlectronmicro~opy and ultraccntri- 
fugc analyrb. Monocrystalline rod-like particles characterized by (001) fares and vary 
flat (010) and (120) fa~cs arc observed to form. Within these crystals, a substructure of 
oriented bundles of needler packed in the [ 0011 directiun arc also identified, The necdtcs 
have u typical diameter of 3 nm sfmllar to that of the aged amorphous parlictc which 
first fti>rrnr from the supersaturated solution. 

It ‘.s shown that the needles can form both by oricntcd coagulation followed by rc- 
cry&rltizatlon and by growth of an amorphous particle in the [OOl ) direction through 
uptake of low molecular species from the solution. 

Tha mechanism by which the rod-like particles form from the needles is not clear, 
but probably dots not involve oriented coagulation oi the acicutar crystals, The final 
size of the goethite particles is determined by the Inittal suprrdnturation of the solution 
with respect to the amorphous pharc. Ionic strength has A large influcncc on the sol 
stability. 

INTRODUCTlON 

In two previous studies [ 1, 21 we invcst.igated the kinetics of formation 
of an amorphous iron(lII) hydroxide solid phase from acid iron(lI1) nitrate 
solutions by means of pH stat and free relaxation techniques. The amor- 
phous colloidal particles in the prepared colloidal solutions were observed 
to transform eventually it&o a crystalline phase gocthite at room tcmpcrature. 
.I’hc precursor role of these (amorphous) primary particles in the formation 
of the thermodynamically stable solid phase was convincingly established. 

Until now no detailed study of the relation between the morphological 
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dcveiopment of gocthitc in a colloidal solution undergoing aging and the 
degree of neutralization of an irontILl) solution which gave birth to this sol, 
has been attempted. It is the intent of this paper to report on the results of 
such an investigation. We rely mainly on information obtained by high resolu- 
tion ehxtronmicroscopy (EM) and the ultra-ce&rifuge (UC) over aging 
periods of the order of one year or more. In the past, EM studies have proved 
useful in obtaining structural information about the various iron(Ilt) hydrous 
oxide phases that may form from solution [ 3-91. 

From the experimental observations we shall try to reconst-ruct the path 
along which formation of the larger goethite crystats from the smttller amor- 
phous Ijrimary particles occurs. 

EXPEl2lr\lENTAL 

‘I’wo types of sols (A and I3) were prepared by the homogeneous ba= 
titration [ 1, 301 of RI-R acidified iran(lI1) nitmtc solution. So! A WRS obtnincd 
by titrating a 6.25 X lo-’ /if iron(W) nitrate solution with R 2.6 N NaOH 
solution at a rata of 10 mcqjl h. Ily this procedurr? four sols [A, to &) wore 
made. These sols arc distinguished by the ~11 YE&M? (p&) at which the relaxa- 
tion ~‘ils sbr1c-d {see Tabhz 1). Sol B was prepared by titrating a 6.25 X IO-’ 
At iron(lIf) nitrate solution with the same base solution at 100 mcq/l h up 
to a pl& of 1.9G bcforc starting thn relaxation which initiates the formation 

Ch;rractcrirtic fcalurw of so! prcparatiun 
- 

Sd A (Crow 6.25 x 10” .If rwlulion) Sal D (from 
G.25 K 10” d! 
solution) 

131 i. 
(Olf/Fc), 
i:*:Iuction time Ii (II) 

C’rrnrtitions oftcr orw 
par of aging 

2.21 2.33 2.49 2.64 1.96 
0.30 0.44 0.84 1-G 1 0.30 

135 22 -0 0 65 

PIi 1.95 1.96 2.03 2.20 1.51 
OH/Fe 1.25 1.70 2.3G 2.41 0.70 
ionic Strengkh (491) 0.09 0.085 0.08 0.078 0.44 
specific surface (m’/g) -1.1 - - - 130 
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of the colloidal phase. The important features of the relaxation behavior are 
also summarized in Table 1. The OH/Fe ratio in this tab!e at which the 
relaxation started is the amount of hydroxyl ions taken up by the system 
per total amount of iron after correcting for the amount needed to reach 
the desired pHo. 

The OH/Fe ratio after one year of aging is determined by adding to the 
amount of OH- already bcwd to iron(W) at the start of the free relaxa- 
tion - the addit.ionaI amount of OH’ consumed during aging, This amount 
is assumed to be equal to the observed quant.ity of IV released to the solu- 
tion. As the OH/Fe rat.io in the solid phase would be approximately 3, the 
fraction of the total iron in the solid phase will be about 30% in sol A, and 
50% in sol A2 after one year. In the case of sols A3 and A4 we may conclude 
that most of the iron is present in the solid phase. At the low pH values of 
the solutions one would expect the soluble species to be mostly hydrated 
iron cations. In sol B a flocculated sediment formed within two weeks 
whereas all four of the A type ~01s remained stable. 

Aleaazrrcmen t techniques 

CI. Electronmicroscope 
The solid particles were viewed In a JEM 200 C electronmicroscope 

equipped with an eucentric side-entry goniomctcr, in order to perform tilt- 
ing experiments, and also in a Philips EM 301 unit equipped with a standard 
biological stage and a TV camera with image intensifier. The sol was spread 
with a nebulizer on standard 100 mesh EM grfds. To improve the hydrophilic 
nature of the support films, the grids were exposed to II glow discharge in 
an argon atmosphere (about 0.05 tom) for about 3 min. This procedure irn- 
proves the spreading of the sol droplets, 

Samples were first studied in the JEM 200 C. Attempts to obtain a stcreo- 
scopic view failed because diffraction contrast disturbed the operation. At- 
tempts were also made to get, by tilting:, an image of the faces of the par- 
ticles perpendicular to their longitudinal axis. In spite of a tilting angle of 
f 60” this succeeded only when clusters of particles were present. Furthcr- 
more, although the lattice resolution of the JEM is better than 4.6 A, for 
practical reasons it was not possible to achieve this. When high resolution 
was desired we used the Philips EM 301 even though it lacked tilting facil- 
ities. In order to view the particles in this microscope in different orienta- 
tions, the sol was spread in large quantities on the grid. Electron diffraction 
patterns were also taken, Evaporated TIC1 was used as an internal standard. 

b. Ultracen trifuge (UC) 
Sedimentation measurements were performed in a Beckmann Spinco 

model E ultracentrifuge by applying the scan method. The sedimentation 
rate of the particles was measured with the aid of a UVV spectrometer. This 
was done by adjusting the wavelength to obtain full scale absorption at the 
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Pig. I. A aft cmatic rcpremntation of UC scitn yatternr 0C a sol consisting of lwo type6 
of particles 0: ~~i$tin~tiy different rite [ileavy and light particks). {a) ~d~u6tm~nt of Lhe 
wavcfcngth at the start ol the acdimontatian run to give optimal alrcsorhancc. (b) The 
henq- pattfcfc s~~irne~ts at low c~~t~i~~~~l force. Ike ttppraximatc retattv~ ronemxtrs- 
tiuns al the heavy and light parttclcs arc indicated with ~CICWS, (c) The heavy component 
has a-dimcntcd to the bottom of the call. fdj The light component sediments at high 
ccntr:fugal fcrrcc. 

start of the run. The optica! density @et), as a function of the cell length, 
served as a measure of particte ~o~cent~~t~o~~ nnd was followed ES a function 
of t.imo, Particfcs of different sI7as could be ctctected in one run and their 
relative conccutrations r?v&uatcd as illustrated in Fig, I. At the start of the 
~djrnent~t~~n run of a sample of known aging time the ~avelengtb is ad- 
justed to give optimal absorbance (Fig. la). Assumiog two types of partIdes 
of distinctly different size to bc present in dctcctablo amounts, the largest 
ones wilt begin to sediment at few centrifuge forces (Fig. lb). From this 
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scan paltim the approximate relative concentrations of heavy and light 
particles can be determined in addition to the sedimentation coefficient of 
the heaviest component. On continuing the run, the heaviest componenf 
will sediment to the bottom of the cell and, on increasing the centrifu@ 
force, the sedimentation coefficient of the lighter particles can be deter- 
mined (Fig, lc, d). 

c. Auxilimy techntqrres 
Samples of the solid particles in sol A, were obtained by centrifuging at 

10,000 rpm. These samples, and also B prwipitates, were thoroughly washed 
and dried at 6O*C. X-Ray diffraction analyses and IR spectra were taken of 
the dried samples. The specific surfaces of the A, and B particles were mea- 
sured in a Quanta sorb apparatus by utilizing the three point BET method 
with nitrogen as adsorbate. 

Information about the sedimentation behavior with changing aging time 
of the sols under investigation is summarized in Table 2. SzO measurements 
on type A sols indicate the simultaneous presence of two typs of particles 
of different sizes during most of the aging time. For convenience and to in- 
dicate the order of their appearance, we rcfcr to the smaller particle as the 
primary particte and the larger as the secondary particle. These two types 
of particles have also In?en noted by Dousma and De Bruyn [ 1 I 1. It should 

TABLE 2 

Chatlgcs in sedimcntatitm coefficient and pnrticlc size with Rging time 

Aging lime A, 4 4b & lz 
I__- 

EM (A ) I-31 (A) Is1 (A 1 c5XI (A ) ml (A 1 

s,, {S) I x Iv+ S,,(S) IX w s*. [S) I x w S,,(S) IX w S,,(S) Ix w 

1 day a a L 10 - 12 - a A 
3 days a a 21 - - - 14.5 - - - 
8 days 314 - 2RW2Gb - 21 - 13 - 200 - 

12days - a70 300 - - - - rl 560 330 
I5 days 2-itlo - - - - - 

30 days - - 37OJ23 - 230119 -- 16 - 
52 days - 763 320 - 400 100 - 320 70 5oci 50 

6 months2200 800 320 64QIc 190 150 375/26 660 110 260/25 - 
11 months2560 800 320 71510 - JlOIc - 317tc 500 50 

2 2500 years BOO 320 - 500150- - - - 

a. Nu particles were delecled. 
b. Two disllncl types of particles present. 
c. The primary particle conccntrdion drops below the dcb&on limit. 
d. Flocculation. 
*I - Icngth. w * width. 
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he noted that although the primary particle could not be detected in sol A‘, 
its presence was verified by EM measurcmcnts. The primary parthzle fs the 
amorphous precursor which was studied in previous investigations [I, 21, 
It is seen t.o reach a constant SIO value of 25 S with aging time and then to 
disappear at high aging times from the colloidal solution. The larger sccond- 
ary partido is seen to appear quite early in the aging sol A, and to reach a 
constant. size after two weeks as expressed by an & valut! of 2500 k 100 
Svedbcrgs. From the scan pat&m a narrow particle size distribution is In- 
dicated. Ihesc secondary particles appear iakr during the aging time in the 
sol sequence A1 to A+ The higher the initial prJo (see Table 1) the smnller 
the ttveragc Sib value of the secondary particle and the broader the particle 
size distribulion. As mentioned earlier, these sols remained stable over R 
period of years. After a long induction period (see Tabk 1) sol I3 particlcs 
wcrc otxx~~ed to grow rapidly and flocculation set. in after two weeks of 
aging. The informat.ion obtainable from UC mr?awrcmcnts on this sol is 
thcrehy limited. 

As discussed in the expcrimcntnl section, UC scnn experiments can yield 
information about the nature of the disprwcd phnsc in a sol during aging. 
In Fig, 2 the approximate fractions ot the total absorption in the scan pat- 
tern due to primary and sccondwy particles arc plotted as a function of the 
logirrithm of time for sots A,, A3 arwl A,. Above the plots we give the WIWC 
Icngths A, which Lhc OD measurements were done. Two important aspects 
of the aging bchdor nrc rcvenlerl in ltlis Figure. First, rcgardicss of tile 
initiul ~11” (or OII/Fc ratio) the conccnlration of the primary partides Is 
SCWII lu ticcrease with incrcnse in aging time, Second, to obtain full scale 
absorption in Ihc scan mcasuremcnts it was nccwsary to increase the wave- 
Icngth will1 incrcssing time of alfinl: in sols A2 and A3 (sac Fig. Za, II), wtx~~- 
ns ill sol A4 this was not wwcssary. This ~djustnwnt. in wavclcngtll was 

--. ---c log t;mc days 

Fig. 2. ‘Ihc nplwtwinaetc Tr;lctioaa of Ihc total absorption in the scan pattern due to pri- 
~narg nnd srconrlary particles as n function d the logarithm nf time for 501s Aa, A, nttd 

& (SC-~ T;llh-~ 1). Tiw wavelcnfithr at wirich tilt UC measurements wcrc done are given at 
Ihe rap al Ihc figures. 



greater for sol A, than for sol As. As the absorption spectrum of an iron 
hydroxide sol shows a monotonic decrease of the ahsorption in the visihlc 
region of the spectrum with incre.asing wavelength, this second observation 
implies that. on aging the total amount of iron(M) in the solid phase in sols 
AI and As must have increased and must have remained nearly constant in 
sol A+ WC may therefore conclude from these results that the primary parti- 
cles are consumed hy growing secondary (goethito) particles hut that the 
latter also grow by extracting low molecular weight, non-absorbing species 
from the solution phase. The obscrvcrl constant S10 value (see Table 2) of the 
primary particles in the presence of secondary particles clearly demonstrates 
that the former are not involved in the reaction with soluble solution species. 
The indicated growth of secondary particles in sol As, almost entirely due to 
consumption of primary particles, is, of COLWSC, consistent with the path 
followed in the precipitation diagram 111. Nearly all t.he iron(ll1) in the 
solution will have been deplctcd in the formation of the amorphous primary 
particle hecause of the higher initial p1-l of relaxation compared to, for exam- 
ple, the? lower starting pli in t.hc case of sol A,* 

EM n?$UllS 

EM studies also rcvealud the presence of primary and secondary particles 
as may be seen in Fig. 3n which is an elcctronmicrograph of sol A, after 
aging for one year. Within a few days following an induction time, the pri- 
mary and a much larger secondary particle arc seen when viewing sol A, and 
sol B in t.hc electronmicroscope. In the beginning stage (after about 12 days 
of aging) the secondary particles in sol A, arc somewhat ellipsoidal in shape, 
but later on they become rectangular and rather uniform in size (see Fig. 3a). 
They reach an ultimate size of 800 t 60 n by 320 2 3On as shown in Table 
2. In sols A*, As and A4 these two types of particles are also detected. The 
secondary particles, however, reach a smaller ultimate size than those in sol 
A, (see Table 2). Furthermore the ratio of particle length to width incrcascs 
with increasing pII of rclaxatlon (sea Table 1). As already noted in the 
prcscntaticm of the UC results, the uniformity in the particle size is also seen 
to decrease from aged sol A, to aged sol A,. 

Strings of particles linked together side-wise are the most characteristic 
features noted when vicwit-g sol B in the EM (set Fig. 3b). This observation 
was also made by Dousmn and Ilc Bruyn [ 111 in their study of the forma- 
tion of goethite from 6.26 X 10mz At Fc(111) solutlons. We note from Fig. 
3h and other similar pictures that, the strings arc composed of maximally 30 
subunits which are again quite rectangular in shape with length 660 f 50 ~9 
and width 330 & 50 A. These (flocculated) subunits are identical to the 
(dispersed) secondary particles noted in type A soIs. Their contours are, how- 
ever, not as smooth as those observed in sol A I. The B particles* are observed 
*The secondary particles in sols A and I3 will from now on be rcfcrrcd to as simply A oml 
I3 particles. 





to show R two-dimensional grmulnr structurt? rcscmbling n rcgulnr orienta- 
tion of lath-shaprd units parallel to their long clinwnsion. ‘Ikr? width of 
thcsc units is 30-40 A which is the sume lincnr dimension of the primary 
particle. This observation provides a vnluable clue when one attempts to 
reconstruct the aging process. 

X-ray diffraction and electron tliffrnctior3 sllow thut. 110th A and B parti- 
cles arc gocthitc crystals. 

Fig. 3. (a) Elcctronmicrograph of sol A, (see ‘l’alh 1) alter one year trf aging shcrwing 
the primary and secondary parliclrs. (I)) Eleclronmicrograptr of sol H (see Table 1) rlcpicl- 
ing strings of Irtcrzdly link4 particles. 



High resolution EM studies uncover ~1 very regular internal structure of Al 
particles as is shown in Fig. 4. ParaIM to the longitudinal direction of the 
particles, fringes arc clearly visible with a pcriodicity of 4.6 f 0.5 A. This 
observation indicates these particles to be monocrystalline and thus highly 
crystalline. A two-dimensional granular structure already referred to is, how- 
ever, also noticeable. It would therefore appear that in three dimensions 
the indicated %ingle” crystals arc composed of needle-like subdivisions with 
a thickness of about 30 19. This substructure is especially clearly visit& 
near the extrcmitiw of the crystals. Of importance is also the lateral, side 
by side orientation of the A particles ifs shown in Fig. 4. We believe this 
behavior to cxprcss a preferred orientation when individual A particles are 
forced to approach one another during flocculation. Figure! 5-which depicts 
an A, sol that was flocculated prior to being sprayed on the grid for viewing 
in the EM, corroborates this contention. Slow flocculation was induced by 
dialyzing the sol against a solution of the same pH but with a slightly higher 
conccntratinn of inrliffwcnt clrctrolytc (0.2 M h’nh’O& 

E:samplcs of thp twticlc faces prrprndicular to the longitudinal crystal 
axis, oMainr?tI in tha EM 301 and by tilting the grid in the JIN 200 C, arc 
shown in Fig. 6. It was noticcrl that a small change in the tilting nnglc of 
ahout ant! degree caused a fading of the sharp outline of thcs~ faces. This 
r,lxxwv:rtion indicates the crystal fazes iying par&-l to the lorq$t~~dinnl axis 
to hc! very flat. ‘11~ cross-sections of the A, )xwfi&s have a characteristic 
diilmond-like shapr! with an acute nnglc ot 4 7 f l*. Often irregular edges arc 
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Fig. 6. Eleclrontnictogral~l~s or the races pcrpcndiculnr IO the longitudinal axis of par- 
ticlm of an A, sol. ‘I’he chmaclrristic tliamond-like slmpc with an acute angle of 47 : 1’ 
4 lhcrc crystal ploncs is clearly displnycd. (n) Dcmonstroting fringes with 6epamIion of 
4.5 A and parallel to one of the face rdgcs. (lr), (c) ant1 (tl) make clear thal irrcsprctivc 
*of irrcgulariticr of the CdpPs, the acute nnglc of 47 i 1’ is rclnincrl. ((1) Large clusters uf 
A particlcr formctl by preferential sitlc by side flocculation arc illuslmtcd. 

ohscnwl in the diamond-like f’nccs (Fig. G b-d) while rctainitlg this shape 
utxl the 47” anglt?. Fringes with n sepnration of about 4.5 t! arc also seen in 
these cross-sectional views of A particles (Fig. Ga, h), thus again confirming 
the highly crystdlinc nature of the solids. Figure Gd illustrates that large 
clusters of A particles form in the prcfcrential side by side orientation in the 
flocculated state. 





A typical view of the faces of B particles perpendicular 20 their longitu- 
dinal axes is presented in Fig. 7. We recall that these particles were already 
flocculated before being brought on.thc grid. These faces are not as regular 
in outIine as those of the A, particles (Figs, 4 and 6) but the characteristic 
diamond-shapes with an acute angle of 47 + 1” are again clearly visihle (Fig. 
7a). In the fa*p may bc seen small regions with linear dimensions of the 
order of 30 A, often oriented parallcl to the edges, nnd also pores up to 10 A 
in diameter. Again the edges of the diamond-like faces are sharp, thus rcflect- 
ing the flatness of the faces parallel to the long axis of the partide. In Fig. 
7b fringes with ,I separation of 4.6 + 0.5 A parallel to one of the edges of 
lhe diamonri-like face are again clearly visible. This and the interference 
pattern in Fig. 7b prove that, in spite of the open structure, the B particles 
arc highly crystalline. 

In Fig. 8 we have attempted a schematic reconstruction of the character- 
istic features of the A and I3 particles as deduced from the electronmicrographs 
shown in Figs. 4, G and 7. 

130th A and B particlcs hnvc been shown to be goetbite and, according to 
the EM studies, have identical crystal habits. Coethite is orthorhombic with 

~~~ 

_______ ___...__. ._ 

Fig. 8. Schcnrfilic reconstrucliou at the charactarislic fcrlurcs or IhC nccolrdary particles. 
(A] An A particle with the lath-rhrrpctl units pnrallcl to their tong dimension. The thick- 
nc.ss uf these units is 30-40 A e (R) View or the face or an A particle perpendicular lo 
the lcmgituclinal axis illustrating the necdlc-like subdivision. (C) Same as (B), hut of a 11 
pnrticlc illustrating the less regular outline, while retaining Ihc -17 * 1’ angle. 



hexagonal dose-packing of oxygen atoms and with unit cell dimensions 
aU=4.Gr’, b0=9.96K,co=30.2A andZ=4 112). 

When this information is combined with that derived from the electron- 
micrographs we conclude that, the diamond-shaped face, the (001) face, is 
bounded hy the (010) and (120) faces, The separation of the observed fringes 
is in good ngrecmcnt with the u0 dimension of the unit cell. 

In conclusion, it is interesting to establish to what extent the information 
on particle size containcd in the UC measurements is in agreement wl!.h that 
clcrived from the EM studies and summarized in Table 2. We approximate 
the shape of the particles by a prolate cHipsoid with the long and short axis 
equal to the Icngth and tvidth of the A particles as ohserved in the EM (see 
‘Table 2). Using the friction cocfficlcnt for ellipsoidal partides as derived 
by Pcrrin [ 13 1, a sedimentation coefficient may be calculated and compared 
with the observed one. Although the particles were shown to be cr;rsM!ine, 
ttrc EM study also showed them to contain voids (pores). Thus the density 
of the particles nr?ed nnt ncucssarily equal that of massive gocthitc (4.3 
g/cm’). On performing these calculations, assuming densities of 4.3 g/cm’ 
and also 3.3 g/cm5, the following pairs of S1n values are predicted for the 
sols i\,, Ar and A,, respectively: (3200 S, 2240 S), (&I0 S, 560 S) and (550 S, 
390 S). WC note lhnt the cnlculatcd vnlurs bilsed on a density of about 3.3 
g/cm’ arc in rc;~sonablc ngrcemrnt with the mcasurcd scdimcntntion coef- 
ficiarn Is. 

Aging of ;\ frr?sll precipitate or nr?wly formed colloidal solutlon may occur 
by way of $ variety of secondary processes and may result in a uhangr! in 
structures and morphology of the primary precipitate. l’hr! proccsscs rcspon* 
sihlu for this change may br! clnssifird as follows [ 14 ] : (a) perfection of the 
surface, (b) transformation of a metastablo modificfition inlo a more stable 
one (Ostwalrl t~ulc of Stages), (c) Ostwntd ripening or growth of larger parti- 
~1~s at the r=upens~ of smaller ones and (d) aggregation of primary particles 
Mth subsequent rr!crystnllizatIon, In tlw systrm under investigation the ccw 
tributions of proccsscs (a), (1~) and (d) arc readily recognized but the aging 
behavior cannot be described as a clnssic examplrl of Ostwald ripening. 

UC and Hht studies show that over a time span of aboul one year, small 
(S nm) quite rn~nodispcrsr amorphous particles arc Lransformed into single 
crystals of goethitc featuring rough (001) faces and smooth (010) and (120) 
fnccs. lligll wsolution EM studies also reveal the crystals of gocthitc to be 
compowd of aciculnr or nrcdlc-sh;lpcd subunits elongated in the IO01 J 
dirc!ction and approximately of the same thickness as the primary particles. 
‘1’1~ work of Naollo and Fujiwara I&, 9) may be cited as support for this 
ob~rvcd substructure of the goethita crystals. These investigators noted 
that needles of rt-FclOS of 2 nm diameter separated by pores (S A ) form 
when ~Fe0Oll and &FcOOli transform at. 300°C in vacua. Such a change 
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cannot be explained unless the needle-like units were originally present iv, 
the untransformed material. The size of the goethite crystals and the stability 
of the colloidal solution after aging depend on the pH of the relaxation ex- 
periment and the total iron(W) concentration. 

The transformat-ion from amorphous to goethitc structures implies 
splitting-off of water and densification of the particles [ 16, 161. Evidence 
will be presented in another publication that this aspect of the aging process 
must occur before the large secondary particles form. The details of the 
process by which an aged (goethite-like) primary particle grows to form 
reasonably uniformly-sized goethitc crystals are difficult to reconstruct be- 
cause of lack of information. From the UC study and a general cons;idera- 
tion of the composition of the aging solutions in sols A, to A4, we deduce 
that the growth or formation of the acicular crystals (or sub-units) of thick- 
ness 3 nm, as observed in the EM investigation, may occur in two ways or 
a combination thereof. 

One way will involve the? growth of ne@dlcs by incorporation of low molrc- 

ular soluble Fc(Ii1) species still available in the solution supcrsaturatcd with 
respect to gocthitc. The preferred growth dircclion will bc the (OOl] diruc- 
tion. ‘JIG mechanism will prevail in the A, type sol and will bcconac increas- 
ingly less dominant in sols AZ and A, (set Fig. 2). 

The other “growfh” mechanism will involve formation of the acicular 
sub-units by a process Involving the stacking and cementing of aged primary 
particles in the [ 0013 direction. This process rcscmblC-‘s, and in fact may be 
identified as, an oricntcd coagulation phcnomcnon. Murphy ct. al. [ 51 claim 
to have observed this behavior in aged colloidal solutions with high inilial 
OlI/Fc ratios and hlackenzic and Ncldau [SJ observed this in gets at- pI1 5 
and pH 10. The former authors claim to have detected goethite only after 
this arrangement had been realized and the latter investigators believe that 
in the early sbgcs needles consist of primary particles cemented together in 
a row rathrr than existing as true crystals. This method of growth WC bclicvc 
is typical for sol & in our cxpcrinicnts. 

It is, howcvcr, the details of the bTowth process involving tlic conversion 
of these nsedle-like units (regardless of the way in which they were formed) 
to the finat gocthitc crystals that hnvc escaped our attention. This stage in 
the formation of the large secondary particles may again Lc accounted for 
by an oriented “coagulation” of the preformed needle-like crystals. The 
fact that we were unable to identify single needle-like L‘crystB1s” in the EM 
would argue against such a simpto explanation. It is also difficult to account 
for the rcasonabtc monodispcrsity of the gocthite crystals hy such a mech- 
anism. An alternative explanation, which might be more consistent with 
some of the experimental observations, may be the initial clustering of 
primary particles round one or more ncedlc-like crystals. Such a starting 
situation may account for the observation of ellipsoidal units in sol A, 
after 12 days of aging (see Table 2). However, insufficient information cau- 
tions us not to speculate too much about this stage in the aging process. 



The formation of iron oxyhydroxlde particles of acicular crystals is not 
iimitcd to goethite structures. Watson et aL [S] reported akageneite Ip- 
FeOO14) particles of ieng-th 160 nm and width SO urn to be composed of 
subcrystals of ca. 3 nm diameter but with hollow cores. 

The crystallographic orientation of the faces exposed to the equilibrium 
solution apparently depends on the temperature and pH, Thus, At.kinson 
et al. 1171 menfion the presence of (MU), (010) and (100) crystal faces at 
high pH and temperature. Instead of the (100) crystd face WC have observed 
that the (320) face develops. 

In this study the importance of flocculation in colloidal iron(II1) solu- 
tions has brren amply demonstrated. The rule of ionic strength on the stabil- 
ity of the sols is shown in Table 1. Sol B, formed at. a higher ionic strength 
than sol A, rapidly flocculated whereas sols A remained stable. The role of 
preferred orientat,ion and ionic strength on the flocculation behavior will 
be discussed in a subsequent publication. 
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